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Good Wiring
by M. L,, Mumgaard and Don K. Wiles
This project is prepared for 4-H members who have taken first-year electrifi-
cation. During the year you will be expected to do the following:
(1) Learn the principles of wiring.
(2) Make, or have someone else make at least one improvement in the present
wiring about your home and farm.
(3) Practice wiring. You will do this by making one of the following three panels.
(Plans for the panels are given in the last section of this manual.)
a. Single-pole switch wiring,
b'. Three-way switch wiring,
c. Complete system wiring.
The purpose of this manual is to help you with your project by providing basic
information about good wiring. It will not answer all of your questions. For further
information, talk with your electrical dealer, power supplier and county agent. They
will have material, bulletins and information to supplement what has been discussed
in this manual.
This project will help you learn principles of good, safe wiring. You and your
friends are not expected to become skilled electricians. By learning the principles
of good wiring you will be able to judge your abilities and the abilities of others in
wiring. Do not attempt to wire a building without the aid of an experienced electrician.
Problem One
SAFETY
SOURCES OF ELECTRICAL SAFETY RULES
Do you remember ail that was discussed in the First-Year Electrification Project
about safety? If not, you should review Problem One in your First-Year Electrifica-
tion Manual. You should also become acquainted with the safety measures as given
in the National Electrical Code and the State and Local Codes. These codes can be
obtained from your local electrician, your local power supplier and your electrical
appliance dealer.
The National Electrical Code is a collection of rules to safeguard people, build-
ings, and contents of buildings from electrical hazards. The rules cover such items
as how to wire and install electrical equipment and how to wire buildings.
The provisions of the Code are for a minimum requirement. For best service
from your electrical machinery and equipment, you may often need to use larger
sizes of wire and more branch circuits than specified by the Code.
State and Local Code. Most states and local areas have their own electrical
codes which supplement the National Code. These state and local codes generally
have more rigid requirements.
Figure 1. Common types of Underwriters'
Laboratories' labels.
Underwriters' Laboratories. Several
important steps to help safeguard the public
from electrical hazards followed the estab-
lishment of the electrical codes. One was
the establishment of the Underwriters' Lab-
oratories. Participating manufacturers of
electrical equipment have their product tested
by Underwriters' Laboratories. If the elec-
trical wiring and apparatus meet the safety
standards as set by the Laboratories, it is
approved. Generally one of the labels shown
in Figure 1 will be on the merchandise when
approved by Underwriters' Laboratories.
PROPER GROUNDING OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
All metalparts of electrical equipment must be grounded if (1) the equipment has
a metal cove ring and (2) if humans or animals who touch the equipment are in contact
with a grounded surface. A grounded surface may be the ground, concrete and metal,
or any one of them. A ground is also made when a contact is made with a metal pipe,
a sink, a radiator, or similar articles.
The proper method of grounding a service switch, when using a ground rod, is
shown in Figure 2. Whenusing a water system as a ground, attach Clamp "A" to the
water pipe in the same manner as the rod. All other details will be the same in both
cases. When a water system and a ground rod are available, both should be used.
In most rural areas a ground rod is always required. At the service switch the
ground wire should be at least a No. 6 wire for adequate safety.
Proper grounding is made by forming a
connection between the electrical grounding
system or the moist earth and some part of
the electrical service. Grounds should be
made to water pipes if they are within rea-
sonable reach and if they extend underground
through moist earth. When you are in doubt
about the possibilities of adequate grounding
being supplied by the water system, check
with your local power company. Note: Plastic
water pipe will not provide a ground.
Since January 1955, electrical equipment
has been placed on the market with a three-
prong plug. The extra (third) prong is green
in color. It s e r v e s as a connection for
grounding portable equipment. The electric
cord has three wires (hot, neutral, and ground).
The ground wire is either green or bare and
should be connected to the metal frame of the
equipment. The corresponding convenience
outlet also has three connections (hot, neut-
ral, and ground). Its grounding wire is con-
nected to the entrance or fuse panel ground.
40ft-
Figure 2. Proper grounding of service switch.
THINGS TO DO
(1) Review the First- Year 4-H Electrification Manual--especially the part about
safety.
(2) Become acquainted with the National Electrical Code and the State and Local
Codes. Samples of each should be broughttothe club meetings for inspection.
(3) Have an Underwriters' Laboratories hunt. The club might divide into teams
and compete against each other to see who can find the most electrical equip-
ment bearing an Underwriters' label.
(4) Inspect service switches, electric motors, power outlet boxes and electrical
machinery for proper grounding. If they are not properly grounded, correct
the situation as quickly as possible.
NOTE: For roll call at the following meeting each member might report the
inadequately grounded equipment that he or she has found and the corrections
made.
(5) During this project year you are to practice wiring. Do this by making one
of the three panels suggested in the latter part of this manual.
Problem Two
WIRE, WIRING, AND CONNECTIONS
The electrical power you use is distributed by means of wire. The wire used
and the way it is installed may determine whether you are satisfied with electrical
power. For that reason, we will now look at the various kinds of wires, the different
systems of wiring, and review the proper way to make connections.
WIRE FOR WIRING
When selecting the proper wire for wiring, three questions may arise. They are:
"What kind of wiring material should I use?", "What is the proper wire size to be
used?" and "What is the purpose of colored wire?"
Wiring material is classified as building wire and outdoor wire. The names
indicate where the wire should be used.
Building wire is further classified as Type R and
Type T wire. The difference in the two types is the
covering over the copper wire. Type R wire has a
covering of rubber insulation that is wrapped in treated Figure 3. Type R, building wire.
cloth braid. Type T wire is covered with a single
heavy coating of plastic. When purchasing building
wire, you may notice the letter "W" or "H" printed
on the covering. The letter "W" means the wire is
more resistant to water and moisture than most build-
ing wire; and "H" means the wire is more heat re- ^ 4> Type ^ building wire_
SlSTclTYl0
Outdoor wire is often referred to as weatherproof wire and underground wire.
Weatherproof wire is covered with two or three layers of a very tough cotton fabric
impregnated with fire and moisture resistant material. Some weatherproof wire
coverings may consist of a single layer of neoprene or similar material. Weather-
proof wire should not be considered as Insulated,
Underground wire is covered by a layer of special water resistant insulation.
It can be laid in the ground without further protection from moisture. This wire is
identified by the letters USE or UF. The letters are printed on the wire.
Proper wire size is important for carrying your electrical load. Electric cur-
rent flows along"a wire in about the same manner as water flows through a pipe.
You need a large pipe if you want a lot of water. It is the same with electricity --
it takes large wires to carry a lot of current. If the wire is too small for the load,
the wire gets hot. This is because the wire resists the flow of current and the
smaller the wire the greater the resistance. The same is true with the wire's
length--the longer the wire, the more the resistance.
If the wire resists the flow of electrical current too much you will have a loss
of power. This reduction of power will reduce the working efficiency of your elec-
trical equipment and motors. For good wiring practice, your wires must be large
enough to allow no more than a 1% drop in voltage for lighting and a 3% drop for
power when in operation. For proper wire size recommendations, see Tables 1 and 2.
To better understand how to use the tables, let us suppose a barn is located 200
feet from the meter pole. You want to supply the barn with electricity directly from
the pole. A load of 2300 watts is anticipated. Find the size of wire for a two-wire
115-volt feeder and for athree-wire 115-230 volt feeder allowing a 1% drop in volt-
age. (For a two-wire feeder, two wires are strung between the source of power and
the building's entrance panel or service cable. Athree-wire feeder has three wires
strung between these two points.)
Two-wire 115 volt: Refer to Table 1. For a load of 2300 watts and a distance
of 200 feet, you find that No. 1 wire is needed. Total amount of wire required is
400 feet.
When planning outdoor wiring it is important to select wire with strength enough
to withstand ice and wind loads. For this reason, outdoor overhead wires shall not
be smaller than No. 10 for spans up to 50 feet in length; no smaller 1than No. 8 for
spans of 50 to 100 feet; and no smaller than No. 6 for spans of 100 to 150 feet. (The
reason for smaller numbered wire on the greater spans is that the larger the wire
the smaller the number.)
Colored wire is used for interior wiring on branch circuits. The neutral wire
is usually white. When connecting wires you should connect wires with similar color
markings. The one exception to these two rules is given with the information in the
part of this manual on how to make a single-pole switch.
Two-wire circuits have 1 black and 1 white wire.
Three-wire circuits have 1 black, 1 white, and 1 red or 2 black and 1 white.
Four-wire circuits have 1 black, 1 white, 1 red, and 1 blue.
Five-wire circuits have 1 black, 1 white, 1 red, 1 blue, and 1 yellow.
A green wire or a bare wire may also be used with the above, and is always used
as a grounding wire.
Outdoor wires do not carry a color coding. On lines between buildings and be-
tween buildings and the meter, the top wire is used as the neutral. However, you
should consider all wires as "hot" until they are fully checked.
WIRE SIZE TABLE
TABLE I.
Wire Sizes Required for Loads up to 50 Amperes at 115 Volts and 100 Amperes at 230 Volts Based, on
One Per Cent Voltage Drop
At 115
Load
in
Watts
288
345
403
460
519
575
690
805
920
1035
1150
1438
1725
2.013
2300
2588
2875
3450
4025
4600
5175
5750
Volts
Load
in
Amp s .
oX
7
3*
4
4i
5
6
7
8
9
10
12-0-
15
20
22g-
25
30
35
4o
45
50
At 230
Load
in
V'atts
1150
1-^ 80
1610
1840
2075
2300
2760
3220
3680
4l4o
4600
5750
6900
8050
9200
10350
11500
13800
16100
18400
20750
23000
Volts
Load
in
Amps •
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
14
16
18
20
25
?0
35
40
45
50
60
70
80
90
100
Length of Run in
50
14
14
14
14
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
8
8
8
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
2
60
14
14
14
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
8
8
6
6
o
6
4
4
n,
2
2
2
70
14
14
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
8
8
8
6
6
6
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
80
14
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
8
8
8
6
6
6
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
50
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
8
8
8
8
6
6
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
100
12
12
12
10
10
10
8
8
8
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
0
_JL25__
12
10
10
10
10
8
8
8
6
6
6
4
4
4
2
2
O
1
1
0
0
00
15Q_
10
10
10
8
8
8
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
0
00
00
000
Feet
175
10
10
8
8
o
O
8
6
6
6
4
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
0
00
00
000
000
200
10
8
8
8
8
6
6
6
4
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
0
00
00
000
000
0000
250
8
8
8
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
2
2
1
1
0
0
00
000
000
0000
0000
250M
300
8
6
6
6
4
4
1 ,
4
2
2
2
1
0
0
00
00
000
000
0000
250M
25014
300M
. 15P
6
/
o
6
o
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
0
00
00
000
000
0000
250H
300M
300M
350M
400
6
6
0
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
. 1
0
00
00
000
000
0000
250M
30 OH .
300M
350M
4QOM
Mote: M - thousand circular mils.
WISE SIZE TABLE
TABLE II.
Wire Sizes Required for Loads up to 50 Amperes at 115 Volts and 100 Amperes at 2jQ Volts Based on Three
Per Cent Voltage Drop
At 115
Load
in
Watts
288
345
403
460
519
575
690
805
920
1035
1150
1438
1725
2013
2300
2588
2875
3450
4025
4600
5175
5750
Volts
Load
in
Amps-.
2 A.
. \2
5^
6
7
8
9
10
12J
15
171
20
22^ >
25
30
35
40
45
50
At 230
Load
in
Watts
1150
1380
1610
1840
2075
2300
2760
3220
3680
4l4o
4600
5750
6900
8050
9200
10350
11500
13800 -
16100
18400
20750 ,.
23000 .
Volts
Load
in
Amp s .
5
6
7
0
9
10
12
14
16
18
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
60
70
80
90
100
Length of
50
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
12
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
8
8
8
8
6
60
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
12
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
8
8
6
6
6-
70
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
12
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
8
8
8
6
6
6
80
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
12
12
12
10
10
10
10
8
8
8
6
6
6
6
__9_p__
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
12
12
12
10
10
10
8
8
8
8
6
6
6
4
100
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
12
12
12
12
10
10
8
8
8
8
6
6
6
4
4
125
14
14
14
14
14
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
8
8
8
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
Run in
150
14
14
14
14
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
8
8
8
6
, 6
6 :
4
4
4
4
2
Feet
175
14
14
14
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
8
8
8
6
6
6
4
4
4
2
2
2
200
14
14
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
8
: 8
8
6
6
6
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
250
14
12
12
12
10
10
10
8
8
8
8
;: 6
6
• 6
•: 4
4
4
2
2
' 2
1
1
300
12
12
12
10
10
10
8
8
8
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
0
350
12
12
10
10
10
8
8
8
6
6
6
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
0 .
0
00
400
12
10
10
10
8
8
8
6
6
6
6
4
4
2
2
2
2
: 1 • .
0 • . -
0
00 :
00
SYSTEMS OF WIRING
There are four recognized systems of wiring a building. They are Knob and Tube
wiring, Conduit wiring, Armored Cable, and Non-metallic Cable. The most com-
monly used system is the Non-metallic Cable: All four are safe and satisfactory if
properly installed. For complete information on how to install any of the four wiring
systems, see the references given in the "4-H Leader's Guide for Advance Electri-
fication Projects," E C . 7-64-2.
Knob and Tube wiring is prohibited
in some cities. Thisisbecause the wire
is not protected,, Each wire is run in-
dependently of the others, and is sup-
ported by porcelain knobs and tubes.
The cost of the material for this system
of wiring is usually less than for the
others. However, more labor is re-
quired to install the wires. Figure 5, Knob and tube wiring.
Figure 6.
Conduit wiring.
Outlets A, B, C
and D are installed
with runs of conduit,
ready to be pulled in.
I TO F
TO £
SOURCE
Conduit wiring consists of a pipe
through which wires are drawn. The
pipe has a very s m o o t h , lacquered
finish on the inside and is galvanized
or painted on the outside. It usually
comes in 10 foot lengths and is then cut
to the desired size.
This s y s t e m of wiring provides
maximum protection against mechani-
cal injury. Because the cost of installing and the skill and labor required are so
great, conduit wiring is not generally used in farm wiring.
Armored Cable is building wire en-
closed in a flexible, spirally wound steel
covering. Each wire is separated from
the armor by a special paper wrapping
to prevent "shorts. " Armored cable Figure 7. Armored cable
should not be used in barns or other outside buildings and should be installed only
by competent workmen.
Non-metallic Sheathed Cable. There are two types of non-metallic sheathed
cable known as Type NM and Type NMC. Both types consist of two or more Type R
or Type T wires. Non-metallic sheathed cable is threaded through holes bored
through the joists and wall studs or fastened to a board. If fastened to a board, use
clamps spaced not over 4 1 / 2 feet apart.
Type NMC should be used in farm buildings
1 < : H that are used for housing livestock and poultry.
It is made to withstand moist atmosphere and
vapors that corrode some wires. This type is
sometimes known as "barn-cable. " Each wire
*-«;««.-=*-- is covered with a water resistant insulation,
Figure 8. Type NMC, non-metallic and then embedded in a neoprene cover. See
sheathed cable. Figure 8.
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Type NM non-metallic
sheathed cable is commonly
used for wiring the inside of
houses and farm buildings
where excessive moisture is
not present. Type NM should
be installed in a dry place
and not embedded in con-
crete, brick or plaster. It
is fairly resistant to me-
n^t>t!nJUry a n d - ^  FigUre 9' T^e NM> non-metallic sheathed
Drotect^H cfn ^alls 1SQWeU cable with ground wire (above) and withoutprotected. See Figure 9. ground wire (below).
surf^rS^V^J6' TyPe NJfC and Type ™' Should not be mounted on the
surface of a wall unless given adequate protection from mechanical injury Pro-
tection may be in the form of conduit pipe or wooden strips. If metal is used as
™ T TH T cov^ng it should be grounded. All connections for all types of wir-
ing should be protected by non-metallic boxes or outlet and switch boxes Never
leave connections exposed so that people or animals may touch them ~
a t t a h r T H - r T - — - S?u commonly used at the point where service wires are
attached to the buildings. The cable is then run to the entrance panel Entrance
cable is also used inside of buildings for connecting electric stoves water Sers
weatheyreprroof Som^ ^ ^ ^  °f service fntrance cable! 'AS of them are
TppearaSce VG M arm°r &nd °therS resemble non-metallic cable
a l numbers stamPed ^ the wireas 14 z, 14-2 12-2g, 12-3. The first number indicates the size of wire The
fs annadndTionallb ""^  °f ^ ^ ^ the ****• The letter "«" means tS thereis an additional bare copper wire. This wire is to be used as a ground wire only.
in
If a non-metallic service
entrance cable is used where
damage from stock or ma-
chinery is possible, the cable
should be protected with con-
duit pipe or w o o d e n strip.
Often, additional protection
Figure 10. Suggested method of protecting H^ 2'a'"e?hby running'he
^S^tf^T6.of a
CUTTING, SPLICING, AND CONNECTIONS
Joining the ends of two separate wires together is known as a "splice." In making
splices be sure that the wires are bright and clean where they are 'brought together
and that the connection is tight and will remain tight. Vibration or movement of the
wire should not affect the connection. uvemtn i 01 int.
See your First-Year Electrification Manual for complete details on cutting
splicing, and connecting wires. Following are some of the ~J - " ' - - -
have learned in the First-Year Project:
R p n T T i ; Rem°veinsulationby cutting at a slant- as in sharpening a pencil
Remove all parts of insulation, but not the tin coating. The coat makes soldering
10
Connections of screw terminals.
Expose 1/2 inch ofcopper wire. Bend
end of metal wire into a loop to fit
around the screw. Be sure to attach
loop in direction in w h i c h screw
turns.
R I G H T WRONG
Figure 11. Right and wrong way to attach loop.
Figure 12. Proper way to connect wires
for interior wiring.
Splicing wires together. Remove
about 3 inches of insulation from each
wire and cross wires about 1 inch from
insulation; make 6 to 8 turns using fin-
gers or'pliers. Solder and tape.
Applying solder. So solder will
flow easier, first c o a t wires with
electrical s o l d e r i n g paste. With
soldering iron, heat wires enough for
solder to melt into every crevice when
touched to them.
Taping. After wires are soldered, they must be taped. There are three kinds
of tape on the market: rubber tape, friction tape, and plastic tape,
Rubber tape and friction tape must be used together. This is because the rubber
tape provides insulation and the friction tape provides protection against wear and
tear. When using them, first wrap the joints with rubber tape and then cover with
friction tape.
Plastic tape may be
ance to wear and tear.
used alone. It has qualities of both insulation and resist-
Solderless connectors. We did not
discuss solderle¥s connectors in the
First-Y e a r Electrification P r o j e c t
Such connectors are proving satisfac-
tory if they make a tight connection and
if the c o n n e c t i o n will remain tight.
Approved c o n n e c t o r s will carry an
Underwriters' label.
Figure 13. One kind of approved
solderless connector.
There are various types of solderless connectors--some that require special
tools. Some are made in a single unit, and others have the insulating material sep-
arate. A few require taping. When using solderless connectors, be sure to follow
the manufacturer's instructions.
THINGS TO DO
(1) Become acquainted with the various wiring materials and systems. This
can be done by having samples available at the club meeting. Members
could be asked to identify the materials and their uses.
(2) Become acquainted with the various methods of making connections. Sam-
ples might be brought to the club meeting, and members might demonstrate
how to use them.
11
Problem Three
SWITCHES AND FUSES
By now you should have selected and started work on your wiring paneL Some
of you may have completed one, and while making the panel you may have wondered
how switches add fuses work. Problem Three is devoted to the working principles
of switches and fuses.
SINGLE-POLE AND THREE-WAY SWITCHES
Figure 14.
Simplified sketch
of how a single -
pole switch works.
Single-pole switches are used to
turn a light on or off from only one
location. By turning the switch on,
you have made a complete circuit for
the electrical current to flow through.
By turning the switch off, you have
broken the circuit. Thus, the flow
of electrical current is broken.
Three-way switches are used to turn lights on and off at either of two locations.
The term "three-way" refers to the number of wire connections made, not the num-
ber of switches. Three-way switches have become more and more popular because-
of the steps they save.
Figure 15 shows how a
three-way switch works. In
part a, the current from
switchleg A passes through
the first switch, through the
upper traveler wire, through
the second switch and then
through the light. In part b,
the right switch is discon-
nected from the upper trav-
erler wire and connected to
the lower traveler wire.
This breaks the original cir-
cuit, causing the light to go
off. If the left switch is con-
nected to the lower traveler
wire the current will pass
through the lower traveler
wire to the second switch and
on to the light. In this manner
light can be turned on or off
with either of two switches. Figure 15. Working sketch of a three-way switch.
To further understand the principle of a three-way switch, it is suggested that
a club member make the demonstration panel as shown in Figure 16. He should
bring the unit to a club meeting and demonstrate how it works.
To make the demonstration panel you will need:
x 6" board (approximately)
2 - 1 0 penny nails
6 - 6 penny nails
Some bell wire
A flashlight battery
A bulb
Some solder
A couple of rubber bands.
12
~ fte/itiy A/tit/s Figure 16.
('2 * f?**f*\ Diagram of a three-way
z ,„ GM&+) sw.t^ch demonstrationpanei.
Figure 16. Diagram of a three-way switch demonstration panel.
FUSES AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Fuses protect electrical wir-
ing fronTda mage due to overloads
and short c i r c u i t s . Fires or
damage to the wiring, appliances,
and buildings may result through
failure to use the proper fuse. A
fuse c o n t a i n s a strip of metal
through which the current must
pass. When a fuse "blows, " it
Figure 17. Common
fuse plug.
Figure 18. Cartridge
fuses.
means that the flow of electric current is more than the metal strip can carry.
Heat from the extra current melts the strip and breaks the circuit. There are two
general types of common fuses, as shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18. They are
known as the fuse plugs and cartridge fuses.
Fusetrons and fustats are protective
devices similar in appearance to the
common fuse plug. They serve the same
purpose as a common fuse. Fusetrons
and fustats are made so that a small block
of solder melts when heated by an over-
load. After the solder has melted, a
spring attached to the fuse strip pulls
the circuit open and stops the flow of
electricity. On a short circuit a strip
of metal melts and breaks the circuit in
By examining a fustat or fusetron you can
Figure
the
Working parts of a fusetron.
(The working parts of a fustat
are the same)
same manner as in a common fuse.
determine if the circuit has a short or an overload. lee Figure 19.
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The interiors or "works" of a fusetron and
fustat are identical. A fustat differs from a
fusetron in its base. With each different size
of fustat, a different adapter is used as shown
in Figure 20. The adapter is screwed into a
normal plug fuse socket. It is constructed so
that when it is once in the socket, it cannot be
removed. A fusetron does not need an adapter. Figure 20. Fustat and fustat adapter.
Circuit breakers serve the same purpose as a fuse. They also have an alloy
metal strip through which the current must pass. This metal strip does not melt
as in the case of a fuse. Rather, the excessive heat created by an overload or short
circuit causes the metal to expand. This action stops the flow of electrical current
by tripping the switch. When the cause of the trouble is corrected, the breaker may
be reset and the electrical current again started.
When You Change A Fuse:
(1) Locate and disconnect lamp
or appliance responsible.
(2) Locate blown fu se w h i l e
standing on dry surface.
(3) Unscrew, being careful not
to touch anything but fuse
rim. Replace with new fuse
of correct' ampere rating.
Note: Use 15-ampere fuse
for ordinary household or
lighting circuits (No. 14 wire).
A 20-ampere fuse canbe used
with No. 12 wire.
THINGS TO DO
Figure 21. Steps to follow when changing a fuse.
(1) Have some member of the club make the three-way demonstration panel in
in Figure 16. He can then demonstrate to the other members how a three-
way switch works.
(2) Bring various types of fuses, fustats and fusetrons. Have the members
identify them.
(3) Some of the members might bring some burnt-out fustats and fusetrons.
The club could then try to determine if they were burnt out by an overload or
a short circuit.
(4) Each member should report the progress made on the two wiring activities.
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Problem Four
DISTRIBUTION OF POWER
Now that you have reviewed some of the safety precautions and discussed proper
wiring, let's look at the process of getting the electricity from the distribution line
to the house and other points about the farm.
All farmsteads and homes should have a three-wire 115-230 volt electrical
service. This provides 115 volts for lights and small appliances, and 230 volts for
all motors of 1/2 h.p. or larger and for large equipment such as water heaters,
welders and ranges.
Each building should have an entrance panel. This panel provides the master
switch for the entire building, the connections for the various individual branch
circuits in the building, the fuses for each of these branch circuits, and the ground
wire connection for the building.
PLANS FOR DISTRIBUTING POWER
Two Standard Farmstead Plans. In planning a farmstead wiring layout, you may
use one of two general plans. In one plan the electric meter and master switch are
placed in or on one of the buildings, and the feeder wires run from there to the other
buildings. In the other plan, the meter and the switch are placed on a centrally
located yardpole as shown in Figure 22. The feeder wires run from this pole to the
principal buildings.
Garage
•*
Serv i ce
ent rance
Shop
( i — P a n e l s ^~^~M
House
Figure 22. A farmstead
wiring plan.
Serv ice w i r e s
Transformer
Da i ry barn
These wires and the service
entrance panel equipment in each
building should be large enough
to handle present and future loads.
This is a good farmstead wiring plan.
Primary d i s t r i b u t i o n line
H i g h w a y
For farmsteads with several buildings, the yardpole metering plan is recom-
mended. This plan has several advantages;
(1) The size of the feeder lines to the various buildings may be smaller and
shorter to give the proper voltage to all the buildings.
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(2) The yardpole arrangement makes it easier to change the wiring system.
(3) It allows continued use of electricity if fire destroys one of the buildings.
(4) It provides an excellent place to locate a yard light.
Locating the Loadcenter. One method of finding the loadpoint center is to make
a small map of the farmstead. Draw the map to scale, showing the relative location
and size of all buildings. This map should then be mounted on a piece of lightweight
cardboard.
Next, determine the number of kilowatts
of electricity needed in each building. This
can be done by totaling the watts each elec-
trical appliance can use at any one time in
the building, and dividing by 1, 000. For
example, suppose the total electrical load in
a brooder house consists of two 1,000-watt
brooders and one 75-watt light. The total
would be 2, 075. Dividing the total by 1, 000,
we find that approximately two kilowatts will
be used.
Now place on each building on the map
one washer or penny for each kilowatt of
electricity needed. With the washers or
pennies in place, carefully balance your map
on the point of a spindle. A spindle can be
quickly made by driving a nail through the
center of a 1" board about 4" by 4. " When
you find the balance point, press down on the
cardboard until the point sticks up through
your map. The point where the spindle sticks
up through the map will be the electrical loadcenter of the farm,
this point will be the best location for the yard pole and meter.
Figure 23. Steps to follow
in locating the loadcenter.
Somewhere near
MASTER SWITCHES AND ENTRANCE PANELS
Master Switches. From a practical standpoint, although local regulations may
not require it, you should consider some type of fused switching equipment at the
yardpole. This aids in "killing" the wiring system when repairs or additions are
needed, and is a safety device in case of fire in one of the buildings,
To determine the proper size of the master switch and fuses at the yardpole,
make a table of the total demanded load of each feeder circuit as follows:
House 21, 400 watts
Shop 9, 065 watts
Milkhouse and dairy barn 15, 000 watts
Garage 1, 000 watts
Total Maximum Demand 46, 465 watts
Then, allow 20 percent for future expansion 9, 293 watts
This gives you the total anticipated maximum demand . 55, 758 'watts
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Figure 24. Diagram of a two-circuit panel.
You then take 60 percent
of the anticipated maximum
demand as t h e amount of
power the m a s t e r switch
should be able to carry. In
the example just stated the
master switch should be able,
to handle no less than 33,455
watts. The reason for using
60 percent of the anticipated
demand is because most
homes and farms will not
use more than 60 percent
of the electrical power at
one time. This method
can also be used to deter-
mine the desired panel
size of each building that
is to be wired.
Entrance Panels.
Each building should
have an entrance panel.
This panel is the dis-
tribution p o i n t for
various branch cir-
cuits in the building. It
contains the building's
m a i n disconnecting
switch and the branch
circuit fuses. Figure
24 shows a two-circuit
panel for a small build-
ing.
Figure 25 shows
the arrangement of the
fuses and branch cir-
cuit terminals for a
typical house entrance
panel. It is sometimes
called a range panel.
This, or a similar type,
is also used in shops,
large barns and other
buildings where sever-
al circuits are needed.
feeder
Lines
Green t»f Bare
Figure 25. Diagram of a typical house entrance panel.
The main switch, as
marked on the panel, is
the safety "pull.-out"
block type. It contains
the main cartridge fuses within the block. The 115/230-volt range circuit is protected
with cartridge fuses in the same manner as the main switch. The four plug fuses pro-
tect four 115-volt branch circuits. Usually two of these circuits are for lights and two
for convenience outlets* In some cases, such as houses having electric water heaters
and laundry driers, the panel may have as many as four "pull-out" block type switches.
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OTHER FACTORS TO CONSIDER
Selecting Feeder Wires. After you have chosen the location of the meter yard-
pole, it is easy to measure the distance from the pole to the entrance panels of each
building. As soon as you know the expected powerload and the distance the power
is to be carried you can determine the correct wire size by referring to Tables 1
and 2 in Problem Two.
The Transformer and Service Wires. Most electric power companies supply
the transformer, the service wires, and the electric meter free of charge to the
customer. They will determine the size to fit your needs.
THINGS TO DO
(1) Find the loadcenter of some group of buildings. This might be done as a
group activity--with the members meeting at a farmstead, making a map
of the buildings, and locating the loadcenter as discussed in this problem.
Determine the needed wire size and panel size for each building.
(2) If you have not done so, begin work on your wiring projects.
Problem Five
INTERIOR WIRING
Adequate wiring depends upon two main factors: (1) the ability of the system to
take the power from the meter to the building and (2) the ability of the branch cir-
cuits within the building to carry the power to all appliances. This problem is
devoted to the second of these requirements.
PLANNING A WIRING SYSTEM
Proper wiring of a building begins with knowing the building and what electrical
appliances might be used within each room. First, make a floor plan of the building
to be wired. Show the location of each room and all possible places that electricity
is likely to be used. Your sketch should be large enough to clearly show all wiring
requirements.
Next, make a list of all electrical equipment that is likely to be used in each
room. The list will be used as a guide for planning the wiring; so try to include all
uses at the present and all those expected in the future.
The third step WIRING
is to locate the out- .
lets and switches on -O- Cft/tno £/o4t Ot/tfef C Sinyle~Pole
the sketch. This can Y
be done by referring |~Q- "•//&**c&f t/ftf Ovtft* 5 7%*e*-Way
to your sketch and 3
picturing your fam- |=0 0*f*6* &**c*/tr*c« Ot/rtrf g &ut--lMyy
ily using each of the *
different pieces of l-f^ ^V /^/^ x ^<//»/*y /»(y C 3u//fc4 ahc/ f>t'Jof
, T , i v^2 ' «<p
equipment. Locate r J.r ± i 4L r 1 i
the outlets on the |"Q^ H/!e»mc*pt-oor OvTlcT c Wlcdt/lChpt-ooT StuiTcn
sketch in the places ^*^ $IV
you and your family [=0 ffafyc Ot/r/ef gg Ehft-dntc Panel
will use the equip- /
ment. Mark plainly @ •SpccfQ/ potpose 0i/fftr r~\, Bazz.et-
the location and type „. on „, , , . . , n , , .,-.. ,Figure 26. Standard wiring symbols used on building plans
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of each outlet with the symbols as shown in Figure 26. After plans are made you
should check with Table 3 to make sure you meet the minimum recommendations
for outlets and switches.
BRANCH CIRCUITS
A branch circuit is the part of a wiring system that extends beyond the last fuse
or circuit breaker in the panelbox. It is important to have plenty of branch circuits
in your house and farm buildings. The number of branch circuits you need depends
upon the size of building, the size of wire used and the number of power and light
outlets to be installed.
Lighting and convenience outlets may be on the same circuit in all rooms except
the kitchen, dining room and utility room. In these rooms the lighting outlets and
convenience outlets should be on separate branch circuits. The planned electrical
load carried on a branch circuit should never exceed 80 percent of the circuit's
capacity. This will limit the number of outlets per circuit.
For example: A lighting circuit of 15 amperes or approximately 1725 watts can
be planned to carry up to 12 amperes or approximately 1380 watts at one time. If
you plan to use light using 150 watts, you would be limited to nine outlets. Lighting
and convenience branch circuits are always limited-to 20 amperes.
Individual equipment circuits are required for such appliances as ranges, water
heaters, clothes dryers, bathroom heaters, and motors of one-half horsepower or
larger.
Extension Cords. Because of unanticipated demands, there is often a need for
expanding existing electric circuits. It may not be possible to expand these circuits
by concealed wiring, so some method of exposed wiring must be used. Sometimes
extension cords are strung along or tacked to the wall. This practice is dangerous
and should be avoided because lamp cords are not sufficiently covered for'this us"eT
Compare the insulation on lamp cord with that on non-metallic sheathed cable.
Several kinds of non-metallic surface extension cord are available. The important
thing to remember is that the extensions must not overload the present circuit.
LOCATING PRESENT BRANCH CIRCUITS
You may wonder how to determine the present wiring system in a building. One
of the best methods is to hold a "circuit hunt. " Members in a family and club will
enjoy participating. You will need pencil and paper, a flashlight and a test lamp.
A portable electric lamp or electric clock may be used in place of the test lamp.
First, tighten all the branch fuses, or close the branch circuit breakers in the
entrance panel. Then turn on all lights in the house. (Safety precautions to follow,
when working with a panel, are given in the latter part of Problem Three. Read
them carefully before starting a "circuit hunt. ")
Second, loosen just one branch fuse or open one circuit breaker. Then have your
helper(s) go through the building recording the lights that are out. To be sure no
outlets are skipped, test the ones not being used for lighting by plugging in the test
lamp, portable lamp or clock. Make a list of all rooms and outlets where the elec-
tric current is off. These are all on one circuit, protected by the fuse or breaker
you have just loosened or opened. When all outlets have been checked, tighten the
fuse or close the circuit breaker.
Third, continue the "hunt" by loosening one fuse or opening one breaker at a
time, until every area in the building is checked.
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100 AMP
ENTRANCE PANEL
LIGHTING CIRCUIT —
SWITCHING WIRES —
— CONVENIENCE OUTLET CIRCUIT
POWER CIRCUIT
Figure 27. Wiring plan of a modern house.
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THINGS TO DO
(1) Make a drawing of a house (preferably your own home) and show the present
wiring system.
(2) Hold a "circuit hunt, " After each circuit is determined make a record. This
record should be posted near the panel for future reference. (This can be
used as the member's required wiring improvement.)
(3) Study the present wiring for possible improvements. One of the needed im-
provements might be an improvement that you can have made for your project.
Problem Six
WIRING TOUR
To obtain a better knowledge of wiring, it is suggested your club participate in
a tour. It should show good wiring for a farmstead and various buildings.
Suggested places for a tour are:
(1) Boys' and girls' project. (Improvement and article made in wiring project.)
(2) Modern farmstead or home. (Check the wiring before the tour. )
(3) Anelectrical supply company. (Supply companies are located in most larger
towns. Contact your local electrical dealer or electrician.)
(4) A generating plant.
THINGS TO DO
(1) Go on a wiring tour -- plans should be made in advance so that the event is
a success. Your power supplier can give you suggestions and help in mak-
ing arrangements.
(2) Complete your wiring projects.
Note: Your club may need to hold another meeting, depending upon the prog-
ress made on the various projects.
WHAT TO MAKE
You are to select one of the three suggested wiring panels and make it according
to plan. The purpose of this activity is to give you experience in the principles of
wiring. You should not attempt to wire a building without the help of an experienced
electrician. Many cases of faulty wiring are due to the work of inexperienced people.
Before doing any wiring, be sure you know how to do the job correctly or hire a
qualified electrician.
The three suggested panels are as follows:
(1) Single-pole switch (3) Complete wiring system
(2) Three-way switch
The first two are to be so constructed that the panel will have two complete
electric circuits. The upper portion of the panels should show a light controlled by
a switch as it would normally appear. The bottom portion of the panel should show
the same lighting circuit with all the wiring and electrical equipment exposed.
A complete set of instructions is given on how to make the single-pole switch
panel. Instructions for the three-way switch are less complete. No instructions
are given for the complete wiring panel. If you have never wired, it is suggested that
you make either the single-pole or the three-way switch panel. You can then make
the complete wiring panel at another time (either by repeating the project or by doing
it on your own).
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WIRING PANEL: SINGLE-POLE SWITCH
SINGLE-POLE SWITCH WIRING PANEL
Top portion
is completed sys-
tem with plug on
source wire. If
metal boxes are
used the boxes
should be cut into
the board as ex-
plained in i n -
structions. Non-
metallic boxes or
devices may be
used and mounted
on the bo a r d .
Wires will then
be on f r o n t of
baord. Spl ices
maybe made with
approved connec-
tors or soldered
and taped.
A
CO
3/8' PLYWOOD
4 BOX
12-2 OR 14-2 CABLE
22"
Figure 28, Diagram of single-pole switch wiring panel.
SINGLE-POLE SWITCH PANEL - BILL OF MATERIALS
Amount Description
1 22" x 24", 3/8-inch plywood panel or its equivalent
2 switch - single-pole
*2 switch boxes with clamps
2 4-inch porcelain lamp holders
*2 4-inch outlet boxes with clamps
1 switch cover
1 plug cap
9 feet 12-2 or 14-2 non-metallic sheathed cable
12 No. 3, 3/8-inch wood screws (flat head)
Misc. pressure connectors or solder, tape and cable straps
*Boxes maybe metal or non-metallic (bakelite- plastic). Non-metallic surface
devices have switches or light outlets and boxes as a unit. If these are used, boxes
and hangers are not needed.
If boxes are not equipped with cable clamps, add box connectors.
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Figure 29.
Proper
location
of holes
for outlet
boxes.
Figure 30.
Removing
sheath
from
cable.
CONSTRUCT THE SINGLE-POLE SWITCH PANEL AS FOLLOWS:
(1) Place switch box on plywood panel at the point
where you want to install the switch. Trace
its outline on the panel with a pencil. Locate
outlet box in the same way.
(2) Bore a 5/8-inchhole incomers of the outlines
of the boxes on the panel as in Figure 29.
(3) Using a compass saw, cut along the outline
marks for switch box and outlet box.
(4) Try the boxes in their respective openings to
see if they fit.
(5) Install switch box.
(6) Install outlet box.
(7) Now you are ready to install the wiring. At
one end of a non-metallic cable remove about
six inches of the sheath covering. You can do
this by splitting the sheath with a knife for a
distance of about two inches and then pulling
the rip cord which lies beneath the sheath and
between the two wires as shown in Figure 30.
(8) Next, put the end of the cable that has been
stripped into switch box and clamp over the
cable sheath.
(9) Run cable to the outlet box and mark cable at point of entrance.
(10) Cut cable at least six inches longer than point marked in step 9.
(11) Strip cable and clamp in box as was done in steps 7 and 8.
(12) Take approximately 18 inches of cable and strip one end six inches and the
other end two inches.
(13) Attach plug cap to one end of cable.
(14) Install other end of cable in outlet box as was done in step 11.
(15) Install switch. *
(16) Make splices and add fixture as shown in the single-pole switch panel dia-
gram.
(17) Have leader check your work.
(18) Loop and spiral the wires into the boxes and fasten switch and plate onto
the box.
(19) Repeat steps 16 and 17 for the light outlet.
(20) Test the circuit of the upper unit for proper operation.
(21) Make another switch-to-light wiring display at the lower portion of the panel.
But install the boxes on the panel as shown in the lower portion of the single-
pole switch panel diagram and omit step 13.
Note:
*Note: In Problem Two you were told to match colors of wires and that white
is usually neutral. In this exhibit you attached a black wire to a white wire.
Thus, the white became a "hot" wire. This wire runs to the switch. This is
contrary to the general rule but is permitted by the code because of the con-
struction of the cable used. It has only two wires and both wires must be used
This is the only case where white wire may be connected to aas "hot" wires.
black wire.
WIRING PANEL THREE-WAY SWITCH
Top portion is completed system with plug on source wire. If metal boxes are
used the boxes should be cut into the board as explained in instructions. Non-metal-
lic boxes or devices may be used and mounted on the board. Wires will then be on
front of board. Splices may be made with approved connectors or soldered and taped.
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THREE-WAY SWITCH WIRING PANEL
OJ
,^ ?=;
3/8" PLYWOOD
-3 WIRE NON-METALLIC
SHEATHED CABLE
LACK
22"SWITCH NO. I ' SWITCH NO-2
Figure 31. Diagram of three-way switch wiring panel.
THREE-WAY SWITCH PANEL -- BILL OF MATERIALS
Amount Description
1 22" K 24", 3/8-inch plywood panel or its equivalent
4 switches - three-way
*4 switch boxes with clamps
*2 4-inch outlet boxes
2 4-inch porcelain lamp holders
2 switch covers
1 plug cap
3 feet 12-2 or 14-2 non-metallic sheathed cable
10 feet 12-3 or 14-3 non-metallic sheathed cable
16 No. 3, 3/8-inch wood screws (flat head)
Misc. pressure connectors or solder, tape and cable straps
*Boxes may be metal or non-metallic (bakelite - plastic). Non-metallic surface
devices have switches or light outlets and boxes as a unit. If these are used, boxes
and hangers are not needed.
If boxes are not equipped with cable clamps, add box connectors.
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CONSTRUCT PANEL AS FOLLOWS:
(1) Place the switch and outlet boxes on the plywood panel as shown j.n diagram
for a three-way switch wiring panel.
(2) With a pencil, trace the box outline on the panel.
(3) Follow steps given in the previous set of instructions to install boxes.
(4) Follow the wiring diagram of three-way switch and proceed as follows:
a. Remove six inches of the outer sheath of covering from both ends of the
two-foot pieces of 3-wire No. 12 non-metallic cable. Be careful not to
damage the insulation of the individual wires.
b. Insert the 3-wire non-metallic cables between the switch boxes and the
outlet box as shown in the diagram.
c. Tighten the cable clamps. Be sure you have at least six inches of free
wires extending out of each box.
d. Attach switches to wires as in diagram. Place red and white wires on
copper-colored terminals, and the black wires on the black terminals.
Use eye loops.
e. At the outlet box, splice the two red wires together and splice the two
white wires together.
f. Insert a two-foot piece of 2-wire No. 12 cable into the outlet box through
a 1 / 2-inch knockout as shown indiagram. This cable is the power source.
g. Attach the white wire from the power source to the silver-colored terminal
of the light fixture and splice the black wire from the power source to the
black wire from switch No. 2.
h. Attach the black wire from switch No. 1 to copper-colored terminal of
lighting fixture.
i. Put plug cap on the power source lead.
j. Solder and tape all splices, or use approved solderless connectors. Have
the leader check your work.
k. Test the circuit of the upper unit for proper operation and complete in-
stallation.
1. Repeat on lower portion of board but mount boxes on surface and do not
mount devices.
WIRING PANEL - COMPLETE SYSTEM
This panel includes most of the wiring problems encountered in wiring a small
farm building. The finished panel should have all devices mounted and covered with
correct plates.
You should not attempt to construct a complete wiring system panel without having
first made one of the preceding panels. A diagram of the complete wiring of this
panel is given on the next page. If you have questions about wiring, refer to the in-
structions given with the preceding two panels, information given in this manual,
and guides and suggestions as given in good electrician handbooks. Names of sug-
gested handbooks and information about where to obtain them are given in your club
leader's guide entitled "Leader's Guide for Advanced 4-H Electrification Projects."
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Figure 32.
Complete
Wiring
system
panel.
Figure 33.
Diagram
of complete
wiring
system panel.
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If completed properly, this panel will show the following:
(1) Grounding of a building.
(2) Installation of a service entrance cable.
(3) Installation of a service entrance panel.
(4) Installation of a grounded convenience outlet.
(5) A method of wiring two lights--one is controlled by a single-pole switch
and the other by a pull-chain switch. These lights and switches should
operate independently of each other.
WIRING PANEL - COMPLETE SYSTEM -- BILL OF MATERIALS
Amount Description
1 22" x 24", 3/8-inch plywood panel or its equivalent
1 30-ampere, 2-fuse, solid neutral service switch - or
30-ampere service with 15 and 20-ampere breakers
1 switch - single-pole
1 porcelain lamp holder
1 pull-chain porcelain lamp holder
1 three-wire duplex outlet, grounding type catalogue
No. 5262
2 non-metallic surface s w i t c h boxes w i t h clamps
(bakelite or plastic)
2 4-inch non-metallic boxes with clamps (bakelite or
plastic)
1 switch,cover to fit non-metallic surface box
1 duplex receptacle cover to fit non-metallic surface
box
1 8-2 entrance head for cable
2 feet 8-2 entrance cable
3 feet 12-2 non-metallic cable with grounding wire
4 feet 12-2 or 14-2 non-metallic cable
3 feet 12-3 or 14-3 non-metallic cable
3 feet No. 6 copper ground wire
1 15-ampere fustat and adapter
1 20-ampere fustat and adapter
1 5/8" ground rod clamp
3 1/2" box connectors
14 No. 3, 3/8-inch wood screws
Misc: Pressure connectors or solder, tape, cable
straps, staples, wire lug for No. 8 wire, and short
piece of No. 8 rubber covered wire for jumper
Outlet boxes must be non-metallic because most farm buildings have dirt or
concrete floors. Because such floors are good conductors of electricity, the elec-
trical system must be non-metallic or fully grounded. Non-metallic surface-
mounted devices may be used; these switches or light outlets and boxes as a unit.
If these are used, boxes are not needed. If boxes are not equipped with cable clamps,
add box connectors.
MINIMUM RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OUTLETS AND SWITCHES PER ROOM
TABLE HI.
Place
Porches
^ Kails
i Stairways
! Closets
Living Room
I Dining Room
Kitchen
Pantry
i Bathroom
(Bedroom
[Attic
jUtility or
iLaundry
iBasement
Garage
Yard Light
Poultry House
i
Outlets for Lights
One overhead or two on'either side of
door.
One outlet for each 15 linear feet.
One outlet on each floor.
One outlet in closets 3 feet or more
deep or having floor area of 10 sq.
! feet or more.
One ceiling outlet—wall outlets as
desired.
One ceiling outlet.
One ceiling outlet --outlets at sink,
i range, etc. , as desired.
One ceiling outlet.
Outlet each side of mirror. Ceiling
outlet in shower compartment.
One ceiling outlet.
One outlet for each enclosed space.
One ceiling outlet and above
each special work area.
One outlet for each 150 sq. ft. of
open space plus one for each room.
One for work bench and one for fur-
nace location.
One interior outlet for each two cars-
One exterior outlet if garage is
detached from house.
Outdoor type on pole.
One outlet for each 200 sq. ft. of
floor area.
Switch Location
Inside door. For back porch,
also at barn and garage.
Inside hall door.
At head and foot of stairway.
Pull chain.
i Each main door.
Each main door
Each main door.
Outside pantry door.
Inside door. Outside of
shower compartment.
At door.
At bottom of stairs.
Each main door.
At head of stairs. At each
room door.
At door. At house if garage
is detached from house.
At house, barn, garage.
At each door.
Convenience Outlets
One for each 15 linear feet
of house wall bordering porch
Outlet for each 1 5 linear feet.
One for each wall but not
more than 12 feet apart. 1
One for each wall but not
more than 20 feet apart.
One outlet for every 4 feet
of work surface. One at
refrigerator location.
Special outlet for range.
At least one outlet.
One near mirror.
One for each wall but not
more than 12 feet apart.
One for general use.
One outlet for freezer.
Special outlet for washer-
dryer. One each wall surface.
One at work bench. One
at furnace location.
One for one or two car
garage, plus one for each
additional two cars.
One outlet for every 400
sq. ft. of floor area. At
least one for each pen.
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MINIMUM RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OUTLETS AND SWITCHES (Continued)
TABLE HI (Continued)
: Place
Brooder House
(Portable or
Individual Type
Brooder House
(Colony Type)
Dairy Barn
Silo
Granary
f
Haymow or
Hayloft
jGeneral Purpose
Barn
Shop
Machine Shed
Pump House
Outlets for Lights
One ceiling outlet.
One outlet for each brooder pen.
Litter Alley- -One outlet every
12 feet on. center line of alley.
Feed Alley- -One outlet every 20
feet on center line of alley.
One in top of silo well
Ceiling outlet.
At least one outlet.
Outlet every 20 feet of feeding
alleys. Outlet every 12 ft. -of
litter alleys. One in each separate
pen or stall.
One outlet for every 10 feet of
bench length. One outlet for
each permanently placed piece
of equipment.
One outlet for every 400 sq. ft.
One outlet.
Switch Location
At door.
At doors.
At each door.
Separate switches for each
alley.
AT; entrance.
At each entrance.
At most convenient location,
usually at entrance.
At each door. Separate
switches for each alley. At
gates.
At each door. Conveniently
located for each piece of
equipment.
'
At entrances.
At door.
Convenience Outlets
One ceiling outlet.
One ceiling outlet for each
brooder.
One every 20 feet.
Special-purpose outlet for
ensilage cutter.
At least two outlets. As
many special-purpose out-
lets as needed for special
equipment such as grinders,
elevators, feed mixers, etc.
Special-purpose outlets for
hay hoist and hay dryer.
One every 20 ft. in alleys.
At least one in each pen.
Special-purpose outlets for
hay hoist, grinder and other
equipment.
One outlet for each 10 feet
of bench length. One outlet
for each piece of permanent,
power driven equipment less
than 1/2 hp. Special outlets
for motor driven equipment
1/2 hp. or more. Check with
power company concerning
welders.
One outlet for every 800
sq. ft. of floor space.
One outlet. Pump wired in.
